
HOW LUCKY ARE -WE IN THE SSL!!! 
 

Athletes: 
 
1) Swimming in the best sport on the planet. 
2) Everyone races. 
3) You make friends on your team that are both boys and girls of a wide 

variety of ages. 
4) Younger swimmers you are surrounded by excellent older role 

models. 
5) Older swimmers you have support cast who wants you to excel. 
6) The stopwatch is fair to all! 
7) You have a chance to practice courage and mental and physical 

toughness. 
8) In swim season you have most of your Sundays free. 
9) Everyday that you work hard in the pool, you become fitter and more 

skilled as a swimmer. 
10) Our league has outstanding sportsmanship from all the teams. 
11) Our league has the best mascots of any sports league. 
12) ITS SUMMER.  THERE IS NO BETTER PLACE THAN THE POOL. 
13) Our meets challenge you to race in a wide variety of venues and 

sightlines. 
14) Everyone wins with a best time. 
15) Our Champs start with a Parade. 
 
 
 
 

Parents: 
 
1) You are giving and supporting the gift of water safety and fitness for 

your child. 
2) Family swim meets many times are often the “special time” that you 

miss you so much when these days are done. 
3) There is no bench in swimming, everyone gets a fair chance. 
4) Your house stays clean while you are at the pool on Saturday 

mornings. 
5) You have most Sundays off from swimming. 
6) Our teams are co-ed with a wide range of ages. 

 
 
 
 
 



Coaches: 
1) The league format focuses on quality of movement and discreet 

skills rather than metabolic training. 
2) Summer swimming is fun. 
3) You have most of your Sundays off. 
4) You work with with great families. 
5) You get to swim on a coach’s relay. 
6) You get to bring the joy of swimming to children. 
7) You get to see your swimmers grow up in front of your eyes. 
8) For many of your swimmers you are as cool as a rock star!  

 
 

 


